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O.P. Jindal Global University (JGU) is a non-profit global university established by the Government of Haryana and recognised by 
the University Grants Commission (UGC). JGU was established as a philanthropic initiative of its Founding Chancellor, Mr. Naveen 
Jindal in memory of his father, Mr. O.P. Jindal. JGU is one of the few universities in Asia that maintains a 1:8 faculty-student ratio 
and appoints faculty members from India and different parts of the world with outstanding academic qualifications and 
experience. JGU is a research intensive university, which is deeply committed to its core institutional values of interdisciplinary 
and innovative pedagogy; pluralism and rigorous scholarship; and globalism and international engagement.

JGU has established ten schools: Jindal Global Law School (JGLS); Jindal Global Business School (JGBS); Jindal School of 
International Affairs (JSIA); Jindal School of Government and Public Policy (JSGP); Jindal School of Liberal Arts & Humanities 
(JSLH); Jindal School of Journalism & Communication (JSJC); Jindal School of Art & Architecture (JSAA); Jindal School of Banking 
& Finance (JSBF); the Jindal School of Environment & Sustainability (JSES) and most recently Jindal School of Psychology & 
Counselling (JSPC). JGU has been granted "Autonomy" by the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education, 
Government of India, for receiving the “A” Grade from the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). This makes 
JGU the only private university in the state of Haryana and one of the only two private universities in India to be given the status   
of autonomy.

JGU has made history by breaking into the QS World University Rankings 2020 Edition. We are also the only Indian private 
university in the top 150 'young' universities in the world (under 50 years of age) in the QS Young University Rankings 2020. JGU is 
the youngest University in the world to feature in both these rankings. In September 2019, JGU was selected as an 'Institution of 
Eminence' (IOE) by the Government of India, making JGU one of only eight private universities in India to be awarded this status.

JGU was ranked in the top 700 universities in the world in the QS World University Rankings 2021 Edition, making it India's No. 1 
Private University and India's No. 1 University dedicated to the Social Sciences, Arts and  Humanities.

O.P. JINDAL
GLOBAL UNIVERSITY

 • A three-year BA (Hons.) in Liberal Arts and Humanities with a possible specialization in eleven areas of the student’s 
  choice and an optional semester study abroad facilitated by JSLH.

 • The four year Bachelor of Fine Arts (Hons.), as it is positioned within JSLH,  enables students to study visual art and also to 
  learn within a broad range  of liberal arts courses that brings into perspective social, cultural, and economic elements. These 
  multiple dimensions influence artistic production and often determine the work's dissemination. 

 • A unique four-year dual degree program with Rollins College, one of the top liberal arts colleges in the United States. 
  Students perusing this option would study two years at JSLH and the next two years at Rollins College. At the end of 
  their studies, they would receive a B.A. (Hons.) in a Liberal Arts from JSLH and a B.A. from Rollins College in a subject                
  of their choice.

The Jindal School of Liberal Arts and Humanities (JSLH) is India’s first transnational humanities school. Founded in 2013, JSLH is 
the fifth school of the University and is at the center of the vibrant intellectual life of JGU. We have following program options:

 •  P.G. Diploma in Research & Innovation (Jindal Fellowship Program) is designed to take your undergraduate  education to the 
  next level by allowing you to achieve in-depth understanding of the domains you have begun to explore. This will be a year of 
  pure learning with application of innovative concepts and research tools. As a JFP scholar you will be engaged in active 
  research within a professional space. 
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It is with immense pleasure that I welcome you all to the P.G. Diploma in Research & Innovation (Jindal Fellowship Program) hosted by 
JSLH. JFP is a one-year experience in pure learning, aiming to fulfil the aspirations of those undergraduate students who want to delve 
deeper into an area or subject of their interest. After having spent three (or four) years in their undergraduate degree, which allowed a 
breadth of knowledge and understanding, this programme offers the depth. This also means that if your intellectual interests have 
already begun leaning towards a subject, and now you want to dive deeper into it, this programme is for you. 

The most important aspect of the PGDRI (JFP) is individual mentorship. Every student is assigned with a faculty member who acts as her  
mentor throughout the programme, cultivating the student's skill, character and thinking attitude in the area of her research 
specialization. Further, the programme promises curated combination of coursework which form the taught part of the programme and 
a research intensive internship, in which students explore how real world research in organizations is conducted. They learn by doing. 
Skills of critical thinking and academic writing are the focal points of the program and are increasingly in demand, both in industry and 
academia. Most of all, students will be able to take any cross listed course across the entire university based on their interest. 

The programme lends a disciplinary confidence in students even as they prepare for higher education qualifications which are often 
research-intensive. Students are also prepared for the job market, which is increasingly looking for research and thinking skills of fresh 
graduates. This one-year journey at JSLH will allow you to delve into exploring your field of interest, while ensuring an interdisciplinary 
experience across the social sciences and humanities.

Prof. Yugank Goyal 

Jindal School of Liberal Arts & Humanities

B.Tech. (NIT); LL.M. (Erasmus Mundus Scholar from Europe);
Ph.D. (University of Hamburg)

Associate Professor & Director, JFP

MESSAGE
from the Director
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It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the Post Graduate Diploma in Research and Innovation (Jindal Fellowship 
Program). The Program is under the aegis of the Jindal School of Liberal Arts and Humanities (JSLH), and in keeping 
with the liberal arts model, emphasizes interdisciplinarity among domains within the arts and social sciences. The 
PGDRI (JFP) recognizes the achievements of admitted students, all of whom have completed an undergraduate 
curriculum, by placing emphasis on interdisciplinary research. Students have the opportunity to work closely with 
the international faculty from JSLH and all the JGU schools. 

Students enjoy the unique opportunity of sharing the excitement of research and discovery by collaborating and 
learning with faculty mentors who are actively engaged in their areas of expertise. Twelve per cent of JGU faculty 
come from thirty-seven countries This demographic constitutes a learning community that exchanges diversity of 
perspectives and shares a multiplicity of concerns. Living and learning in such a vibrant atmosphere promotes 
intercultural sensitization and gives meaning to the notion of service to community. Within this environment the 
PGDRI (JFP) student will take liberal arts learning to the next level of scholarship. Required courses aim to expose 
students to the latest and most imaginative research tools and introduce them to new perspectives. Courses, such 
as, complexity studies, future studies and design thinking, as well as advanced level courses in the student's chosen 
discipline provide a bridge to post-graduate studies or the job market.

I can with confidence strongly recommend the Post Graduate Diploma in Research and Innovation (JFP) for          
the right student; an individual who is passionate about learning and ready to embrace the challenges of a    
competitive future.

The University offers many opportunities for students to apply their learning and refine research skills. JGU has 
fifty-five centers of research, institutes and research clusters. Students can apply to an appropriate site to work as a 
research assistant or an intern. The advantage of having an extended experience (four - five months) is that 
students can actually participate in the development of the research project and contribute to the work. Ideally the 
student will work with an on-site mentor who is capable of providing critical feedback to the student. 

Prof. Kathleen A. Modrowski

Jindal School of Liberal Arts & Humanities

B.A., University of Toledo; Diplôme des Etudes Supérieures,
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris);
ABD, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris)

Dean & Professor,
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RESEARCH &
INNOVATION
The P.G. Diploma in Research & Innovation (Jindal Fellowship Program) aims to enhance research 
potential and capacity of students interested in pursuing research-based careers in the social 
sciences and humanities. The Programme is designed to take students' undergraduate education to 
the next level by enabling them to achieve in-depth understanding of the domains they have begun 
to explore. 

As a PGDRI (JFP) scholar, the student will have an academic mentor for the whole year, working with 
her/his research ideas as well as an expert supervisor, who will guide her/him through the research 
internship of four months.

( )JINDAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

PROGRAMME Features

The programme is designed for students interested to pursue higher 
education as well as for those wanting to work on research-based jobs in 
the industry.

Fellows engage meaningfully with a discipline and research area which 
they are interested in, through active mentorship and research supervision.

A one-year residential fellowship programme for young scholars and 
professionals, curated to develop their research capabilities, skills and 
expertise.

During the first semester, students finish required and optional 
coursework. In the second, they complete a 4-month long internship, 
preferably within a Research Centre in JGU.
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COURSE

The intensive and immersive writing program encourages students to consider their written 
work in their embedded environment; one that is constituted through many historical, 
cultural and political determinants but is mediated through different forms of technology.

STRUCTURE
semester1

st

Advanced Writing (4 Credits): 

This course will examine ways of integrating disciplines with methodology that is both 
academically and socially relevant. 

Advanced Research Methods (4 Credits): 

This interdisciplinary course attempts to compose probable futures by discovering, debating 
and (re)constructing assumptions and patterns of change and stability of systems. 

Introduction to Future Studies (4 Credits): 

Students choose one or two advanced level courses in their area of interest. The following 
Advanced Courses are on offer in Autumn 2021:

Advanced study (4 Credits each): 

Available options include Spanish, French, German and Mandarin.
Optional Language Study:

semester2
nd

Each student will do an internship from January- April in an organization, institute or with an 
individual that coincides with the student's area of interest, career and study goals.

Internship (8 Credits):

Advanced Research Report (6 Credits):

Technology & Innovation in Global Business  Global Economy  Psychology of Courtroom  Positive Psychology: The | | |
Science of Flourishing  Biological Psychology  Family Business Management  Digital Marketing   Marketing Strategies | | | |
for Emerging Markets  Urbanization & Development: Practice, Theory & Policy  Ancient Civilisation: Egypt, Mesopotamia | |
& Greece  Competency Mapping  Consumer Behaviour  Globalization of Education  Behavioural Economics & Finance  | | | | |
RISE  Derivatives & Risk Management  Statistical Programming with R  Application of Psychology to Enhance Human | | |
Potential  Organization Development & Management of Change  Apocalypse Now: Fictions of Dystopia.| |
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Kathleen A. Modrowski
Professor & Dean
B.A. (University of Toledo); Diplôme des Etudes Supérieures, Ecole des 
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris); ABD, Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris)

B.Com.; M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (University of Delhi)

Deepanshu Mohan
Associate Professor & Assistant Director-
Centre for International Economic Studies

Masters in Economic History (London School of Economics, London)
B.A.(University of Pune);

Rahul Jayaram
Associate Professor

M.Sc. (University of Edinburgh); 
M.A. (Columbia University)

B.A. (University of Mumbai);
M.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi);

Sucharita Sen
Assistant Professor

M.A. (Jadavpur University);
B.A. (University of Calcutta);

M.Phil. (Cambridge University)

Yugank Goyal
Associate Professor & Assistant Dean
B.Tech. (SVNIT,Surat); LL.M.(cum laude) Erasmus Mundus Scholar from 
Europe, Erasmus University Rotterdam, University of Hamburg and 
University of Manchester); Ph.D. (University of Hamburg, Eramus 
University Rotterdam and University of Bologna)

R. Krishnaswamy
Associate Professor

M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Delhi University)
M.A. (Kerala University);

Arun Kumar Kaushik
Associate Professor
B.A. (Hons.) (University of Delhi); M.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 
Delhi); M.Phil. (IGDIR, Mumbai); Ph.D. (Erasmus University Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands, University of Bologna, Italy and University of Hamburg, 
Germany)

Mimi Roy
Professor & Assistant Dean
B.S. (University of Calcutta);

M.S.; Ph.D. (West Virginia University)
M.S. (Presidency University);

Jayani Jeanne Bonnerjee
Professor & Associate Dean (Academic Affairs)

B.A.; M.Sc.; Ph.D.(University of London)
B.A. (University of Calcutta);

Sriroop Chaudhuri
Professor
B.Sc.; M.Sc. (University of Calcutta;
M.S.; Ph.D. (West Virginia University)

John Robert Clammer
Professor
B.A. (Hons.) (University of Lancaster);
Master of Studies; D.Phil. (University of Oxford)

Maaz Bin Bilal
Associate Professor

Ph.D. (Queen's University)
B.A. (Hons.); M.A.; M.Phil. (University of Delhi);

Mariya Jilinskaya-Pandey
Associate Professor

Ph.D. (Nanterre University)
B.A.; M.A. (University Renee Descartes);

Yasodhara Rakshit
Lecturer
B.A. (Hons.) (University of Delhi);
M.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Rukmini Pandey
Assistant Professor
B.A. (University of Mumbai);
M.A. (University of Delhi); 
Ph.D. (University of Western Australia)

Priya Kanungo
Associate Professor of Performing Arts and 
Assistant Dean, Student Cultural & Entertainment Group

Saagar Tewari
Associate Professor
B.A.; M.A. (University of Delhi);
M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Christopher Mark Hale
Associate Professor & Assistant Dean (Student Affairs)
Bachelor of Ancient History, (Macquarie University); 
Ph.D. (University of Melbourne)

Nandini Dhar
Associate Professor

M.A. (University of Oregon); 
B.A. (Presidency College, Kolkata); M.A. (Jadavpur University); 

Ph.D. (University of Texas)

Laurence Marie Agnes Gautier
Assistant Professor

M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Cambridge University)
Bachelor in Humanities; M.A. (History) (Université Lyon II);

Dony Alex
Assistant Professor
M.Phil. (University of Delhi);
Ph.D. (Australian National University)

Achia Anzi
Assistant Professor
B.F.A.; M.F.A. (University of Rajasthan)

FACULTY PROFILE

Sunil Sangra
Professor of Management Practice
B.A. (Panjab University); 
PGDM (IIM Lucknow)

Galina Yovtcheva Rousseva-Sokolova
Associate Professor
M.A. (Soa Univeristy);
Ph.D. (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes in Paris)
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Gargi Bharadwaj
Assistant Professor & Assistant Director
B.A. (University of Delhi); PG Diploma in Dramatic Arts (National 
School of Drama, New Delhi); 
M.A. (University of Warwick);
PhD. candidate (University of Hyderabad)

Abhijit Banerjee
Associate Professor

Ph.D. (University of Delaware, USA)

B.Sc. and M.Sc. (University of Calcutta);
M.S. (Michigan Technological University, USA);

Siddhi Gyan Pandey
Assistant Professor

M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
B.A. (University of Delhi);

Sonam Chaturvedi
Assistant Lecturer

MVA (Shiv Nadar University, Noida)
BVA (Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara);

Swati Chawla
Assistant Professor
B.A.; M.A. (University of Delhi);
M.A. (University of Virginia); 
M.Phil (University of Delhi)

Nick Lee
Assistant Professor

M.Phil. (University of Queensland);
M.A. (University of Hongkong);

Ph.D. (Curtin University)

B.A. (University of Hongkong);

Zaheer Abbas
Assistant Professor
B.A. (University of Delhi)
M.A.; M.Phil.; D.Phil. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Sriti Ganguly
Lecturer

M.A. (Social Exclusion & Inclusive Policy)

Ph.D. candidate (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
M.Phil. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi);

B.A. (Hons.) (University of Delhi);

Satyaki Kanjilal
Assistant Professor

MFA (Florida International University;
Ph.D. (University of Nevada-Reno) 

M.A. (University of Calcutta); Phil. (University of Kalyani);
B.A. (Ramakrishna Mission; Residential College, Narendrapur); 

Deepali Savyasachi
Assistant Lecturer
B.A. ; M.A. (Rohilkhand University);
M.A. (Ohio University)

Riddhi Bhandari
Assistant Professor

Ph.D. (American University)
B.A.; M.A.; M.Phil. (University of Delhi);

Angela Ann Joseph
Assistant Professor
B.Sc. (University of Windsor, Canada);
M.Sc. (Christ University, Bangalore);
Ph.D. (All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Delhi)

Mathew Crippen
Assistant Professor
B.A.; M.A.; Ph.D. (York University)

Meena Bhatia
Adjunct Faculty
B.Com. (Hons.);
CFA; MBA; Ph.D. (University of Delhi)

Sumedha Bhattacharyya
Acedmic tutor & Trip fellow
B.Tech . (University of Engineering and Management);
PGDM (Ashoka University);
Masters (Erasmus Mundus Masters in International Masters in Dance 
Knowledge, Practice & Heritage)

Shefali Midha
Acedmic tutor & Trip fellow

M.A. (Panjab University)
B.A. (University of Delhi);

Sakshi Chindaliya
Acedmic tutor & Trip fellow
B.A. (O.P. Jindal Global University);
M.A. (University of Warwick)

Pritam Singh
Acedmic tutor & Trip fellow

M.Phil. (University of Cambridge)
M.A. (Ambedkar University);
B.Com. (University of Delhi);

Akshay Sharan
Acedmic tutor & Trip fellow
B.A. (O.P. Jindal Global University);
M.Sc. (London School of Economics, London)

Avinash ANIL Godbole
Assistant Professor

M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
B.A. (University of Mumbai);

Lipika Kamra
Assistant Professor
B.A. (University of Delhi);

M.Phil. (University of Delhi); 
D.Phil. (University of Oxford)

M.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi);

 (Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi);

Silika Mohapatra
Adjunct Faculty,
B.A. (University of Delhi);

M.Phil. (University of Delhi);
Ph.D. (University of Delhi

M.A. (University of Delhi);

Aakash Singh Rathore
Adjunct Faculty,

M.Phil, Ph.D. (Catholic University, Leuven);

B.A. (William James College);
M.A.L.A. (St John’s College);
LL.M. (Central European University);
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AMENITIES

24x7 Security – over 1080 CCTV cameras.

24x7 health center with medical officer.

Washex hospitality solutions.

State of the art sports facility including badminton, 
tennis, basketball courts, cricket ground, football, 
volleyball, swimming pool, indoor games, 
gymnasium, yoga & aerobics.

Fully functional branch of ICICI bank with ATMs 
(ICICI bank and others) on several locations.

Multi-cuisine dining facility.

Center for wellness and counselling.

Post office extension/courier office.

University hall of residence for students consists of 
several blocks of buildings designed by a French 
architect. University has:

A world class food court - Biswamil Bistro reflects the 
global aspirations and local traditions of JGU. Outlets 
at this food court provide multi-cuisine options 
through brands such as Dominos, Subway, Keventers, 
Punjab Grill, Bercos, 34 Chowringee Lane, Breakfast 
Round the Clock, Moti Mahal, etc.

Café Coffee Day Tuck Shop
Juice & More Tuck Shop 
Amul Ice Cream Parlor 
Chai Tapri 
Convenience Store 

Looks Tailoring House 
Natio Beauty Parlour 
Just Look Men's Salon 
Nestle Tuck Shop 
Wellness Pharmacy 

& FACILITIES
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“
An enriching experience, the Fellowship program has been highly insightful  and focuses on 
research intensive teaching to develop essential skills. One of its kind, this course facilated 
quality interactions with faculty members, internship opportunities with a challenging and 
fresh curriculum to engage further into my field as a researcher. With a strong team of faculty 
members, attention to specific subject needs and guidance came hand in hand with 
mentorship. It has been a learning experience and essentially enabled me to get back to 
university after gaining working experience during COVID 19. 
I would positively recommend this course for any student looking to explore and set grounds for 
research. Much appreciation for the faculty members and Jindal University for coming up this 
unique fellowship program, helping me to build a network of fellow researchers and explore 
research as a student of Psychology.

“

Simran Bhullar
PGDRI (JFP) 2020

TESTIMONIALS
STUDENT

“
A year at the fellowship program was truly transformative for me. As someone who felt that 
there was lacking in terms of my understanding of research and my major, this program 
successfully filled the gaps. I was exposed to a variety of subjects, which included future 
studies. A subject that I had never thought would impact my life the way it did. It continuously 
pushed me to think out of the box and opened my mind up to various topics of research that I 
did not think would exist. This program pushes you to think beyond the kind of concept and 
worldviews you are constantly subjected to. Thereby causing one to take a deep dive into their 
research and looking at it from all point of views. The first semester definitely made me more 
confident about my research and writing skills. While subjects advanced research writing made 
it easier for me to articulate my words, advanced methodology opened my mind up to various 
methods that one could use in order to succeed in their research namely media and textual 
analysis, design thinking and probability.
All of these being relevant to any kind major that one could be pursuing. Moreover, having a 
mentor whose interests matched mine plus a group of understanding and helpful faculty 
members made this experience easier and interactive even after everything being online.   

“

Ishita Jain
PGDRI (JFP) 2020

“
 The JFP has helped me narrow my area of specialization, for both my master's as well as my 
career plans. The mentorship system definitely proves advantageous as it provides with the 
opportunity to engage with experienced professors, especially in terms of the research work. 
Overall, the fellowship has been a positive learning space, for which I am very thankful. 

The Jindal Fellowship Program is an excellent space for developing research skills for students 
having finished their undergraduate degree. The program created an efficient space for  both 
learning as well as practical application. The various foundational courses in research ensure 
adequate writing skills as well as research methods. The courses work well regardless of one's 
field of interest as they are created with an interdisciplinary approach. The advanced study 
option provided me with the opportunity to undertake subjects and courses that I was unable to 
undertake during my degree. This helps add to the learning experiences. The program plays    
an important role in bridging the gap between an undergraduate and postgraduate     
education, preparing me for the competitive research environment that is present in most                 
master's degrees. “

Atishya Nayak
PGDRI (JFP) 202010



SPECIFICATIONS
Programme

Course Duration

P.G. Diploma in Research & Innovation (Jindal Fellowship Program)

1 Year

Minimum Eligibility Candidates must have earned an undergraduate degree from a UGC
recognized and fully accredited institution in India or abroad. Candidates
with exceptional academic and/or extracurricular records are encouraged
to apply.

Application
Deadline 30 June 2021

Programme Fee Residential  Fee5,00,000/- per annum*    2,60,000/- per annum*

**Fully refundable Security deposit of Rs. 50,000 shall be collected at the time of admission as per university rules. 

Refundable Security Deposite     50,000/-**

Admission Procedure

https://admissions.jgu.edu.in

Education Loans
JGU has established tie-ups with AVANSE (ICICI), Dena Bank and Credila (HDFC) to facilitate educational 
loans for students who are admitted to P.G. Diploma in Research & Innovation (Jindal Fellowship Program).

SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships will be awarded based on merit-cum-means after the personal interview.

Log on to https://jgu.edu.in/jslh/

Fill application form with Statement of Purpose and submit required 
documents (Degree certificate or transcripts).

Students completing their bachelors degree in 2021 may also apply.

Interview in person/ Skype (we recommend in person interviews).

*Payable in two parts in each semester. The programme fee and residential fee are 
  subject to an annual increase of upto 10%. 

Scan the QR code to
visit admission page
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UNIVERSITIES IN SOCIAL SCIENCES,
ART & HUMANITIESUNIVERSITIES GLOBALLY

Ms. Shalini Saini

     +91 839 690 7231       shalini@jgu.edu.in

O.P. Jindal Global University, Sonipat Narela Road,
Sonipat-131001, (Delhi NCR), Haryana, India

www.jgu.edu.in/jslh/JGU -An Initiative of Jindal Steel & Power Foundation
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